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ABSTRACT

Using artlftciallights to attract fish at night is a com
mon and often effective fishing technique. With Atlantic
herring the attraction is somewhat uncertain, however,
and does not always take place. This paper describes
experiments which showed that, in addition to the in
herent variability of the fish themselves, certain exter
nal conditions can modify the attraction to the light.
Attraction was greater at low than at high tempera
tures, greater with underwater lights than with lights
above the surface, and greater when the fish were previ
ously adapted to light than when they were adapted to
darkness. Very bright light (illumination 20-600 lux),

The use of'artificial lights for attracting fish is
a common practice in fisheries throughout the
world. The methods have ehanged but little, how
ever, the. ehief improvement being the substitution
of eiootrie light sources for open flames or fuel
burning lamps.

The 81ttraetion of Atlantic herring (Olupea
ha1·ettl{JU8 lUI,l'engus) with lights has been studied
experimentally and adapted to some extent for
oommercial fishing. Lights have been used rou
tinely on Norwegian purse seiners for many years
to attract herring. Aeoording to Dragesund
(1958), herring are not always attracted ,to lights,
however, and even the fishermen do not agree about
the behavior of herring in response to the lights
used on seiners. Dragesund studied the behavior of
fish schools from a researeh vessel and distin
guished the following kinds of reaetion to the
attracting light:

1. Fish descend and pack together.
2. Fish disperse.
3. Fish rise toward light, then shortly de

scend.
4. Fish paek together, then rise toward the

light.
Blaxter and Parrish (1958) were able ,to attract
young herring (5-25 em.) to underwater lights at
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especially above the surface, tended to repel the fish.
Light of intermediate intensity (illumination 1-30 lux)
was most effective.

The behavioral responses comprised an Initial attrac
tion resembling positive phototaxis, followed by ap
parent disorientation, or confusion. The disorientation
may have been due to attempts by the fish to respond
with a dorsal light reaction, i.e. to assume postures
which would orient their dorsal surface toward the light
source even when such postures Interfered with normal
swimming.

several levels of brightness and to bring them to
the surface by raising the lights. Tibbo (1965) re
ported that herring in a large tank were attracted.
to artificial lights of various intensities and 00101"8,

although they were repelled at the highest inten
sities. Gauthier (in press), oollaborating with
fishermen on a eommereial purse seiner, reported
eatches of herring of 25 to 40 tons in trials with
underwater lights in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

Lights were used traditionally -along the At
lantic Coast of North America for catching juve
nile herring by "torching," a method probably
adopted from the Indians. A kerosene- or gasoline
burning flare, or even a more primitive toreh of
oombustible material on a stick, was mOilllted on
the bow ofa small boat. The procedure has been
deseribed by Earll (188'7) as follows. "The fisher
men usually go to the shore late in the afternoon
and time their departure so as to reach the fishing
grounds· shortly after sunset. As soon as it be
eomes sufficiently dark, the fire is lighted, one man
takes his position in the stern to steer the boat 8,nd
another stations himself in the bow, armed with a
dip-net for sooUl'ing the fish as they gather in lit
tle bunehes just in front of the light. The remain
ing members of the crew row the boat rapidly
tllrough the water, while the man !in the bow is
busily engaged in throwing the fish into the boat
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by means of his dip-net. Great numbers of herring
are attracted by the light and it. is not. unCOlmnon
for fifteen or twenty barrels to be t.aken in a few
hours."

The variabilit.y of t.he herring's response t.o light
is a c.haracteristic feat.ure and has been noted by
many invest.igators. Blaxt.er and Holliday (1963)
st.ated ". . . . Such reactions will vary widely de
pending on the environment. and t.he physiological
st.ate and age of the fish as well 'as on t.he type of
st.imulus itself." Other authors have demonstrated
how many factors, external and internal, can vary
t.he response of herring and ot.her species to artifi
ciallight.s. Kurc (in press) and others have point.ed
out. how the thermocline may prevent. fish from
rising to a light., or may hold them in t.he. surface
water so t.hat t.hey can be more readily att.racted.
Strong ambient light (e.g. moonlight) may reduce
the effectiveness of the attracting light (Kurc, in
press; Strom, in press). Woodhead (1956) showed
t.hat. starvation reversed the normal negative
phototaxis of the minnow PhoJJbt1lJJ. Andrews
(1946) found t.hat the attraction to light of the
whit.e sucker (Oatasto1l1Jlt8) decreltSed with increas
ing temperature. 'Sudden c.hanges in illumination
may cause t.lle fish t.o disperse instead of at.tract.ing
them (St.rom, in press; Gauthier, in press).

Although routine, uncrit.ical use of lights to at
traot. fish may somet.imes be successful, far greater
effectiveness might be achieved by a better under
standing of the underlying behavior of the fish
and it.s response to lights. Moreover, lightS might
be of definite valme in some circumst.ances where
they are not now used. In Maine t.he use of lights
for cate.hing herring is genemlly illegal because
mallY fishermen ,believe tJhat t.he lights tend to dis
perse the hen-ing rather than att.ract thellIl (Scat
tergood and Tibbo, 1959). This restrict.ion appears
to 'bean instance where profitalble use of lights has
been discouraged hectl-use t.he lmderlying behavior
of the fish has been inadequately understood.

This paper is an attempt. to explain some of t.he
biological and other fuctors that are conducive to
t.he att.ra.ction of hen-ing by light.

METHODS

The fish used in the experiments were immature
Atlant.ic herring of ftge graups 0 (brit), I,and
II, which are processed as Maine sardilles. They
were 75 to 200 mm. in tot.al lengt.h and were taken
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from commercial catches near Boothbay Harbor,
Maine. The fish were held under the prevailing
seasonal condit.ions of salinit.y, temperature, and
dissolved oxygen in large t.anks provided with run
ning sea water and were fed daily a mixture of
ground t.r:out. food and canned cat food.

The experiments were conducted in a separate
tank. This tank was fiberglass, 5.5 m. long, 0.4 m.
deep, find 0.3 m. wide. An incandescent lamp sus
pended in a glass cylinder at each end of the tank
provided the attracting illumination; by raising
or lowering the lamp bulb in the c.ylinder, the light
sourc,e could be located above or below the surface.
Sea water entered the left.-hand end of the tank
and drained off at the right. A slight drift (less
than 4 em. per minute) toward·t.he right resulted.
This and ot.her sources of left.-l-ight bias were com
pensat.ed by periodica.lly alt.ernating the location
of the light source :between the right and left ends
of the tank with a dou'ble throw switch. For tem
peratures rubove the se..'tsonal se.a-water temper:a
ture, t.he incoming water was heated. An fiir bub
ble.r near t.he point. of entrance and' another near
the centt~r of the tank provided suffic.ient mixing
so that temperature differences within t.he tank
did not exceed 10 C. Cooling pipes, carrying a
chilled ethylene gIycol-watel~ mixture, located
along the walls of the tank provided uniform re
frigeration w1hen below-seasonal temperatures
were required.

Variations in dissolved oxygen were achieved
by recirculat.ing the water through a tank of pure
oxygen' under pressure (1.5-2.0 atmospheres) or
through a va.c.uum. These devices provided a range
of 50 percent to 250 percent oxygen saturation in
the experimental tank.

The int.ensity of the attI"acting lights was varied
by 'using light bulbs of -different wattages or by
varying the supply voltage. The. light gradient
for e.ach intensity and source position (fig. 1) was
measured with a photovoltaic light meter h.aving
a watell)roof housing for the sensitive elem.ent~

This element was held in a plane normal to the
direction of the light. rays in Nle wa.ter. The meter
was fact.ory-c.alibrated fora spectrall'esponse cor
responding to t.hat of the human eye. This response
is not identical to that -given for herring (Blaxter,
1964), but is very simiIaI.~; t.he difference was so
small that. special calibration of the. iristrument.
did not seem warranted.
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0.1 B= BELOW SURFACE

A= ABOVE SURFACE

o C. 0 C. Month
5 6, 12, 16 December
3 8 Febmary

10-13 18-17 October
10-13 15-17 October

10 18-17 October
5 6,12, 16 December

10-14 IHl, 15-17 Iuly
13-16 8-10,15-17 Iuly-August

W 4-6 March
10-14 15. 5-17 Iune
10-14 6-9 July
13-16 18-17.5 August-September

13 U-17 October
3 5 January

13-16 18-17.8 August-September
14-16 18.8-17 September

Acc1imatl- Experl..
zatlon mental

temperature temperature

Hour.
18
18

1-2
~2
~2

6
6
3
5
6
6
6
1
3
6
1

ties for this purpose were not available. The fish
were transfelTed from water at seasonal temper
atures to the experimental tank. Because temper
ature acclimllitization exerts a definite influence on
the subsequent reactions of fish to temperature, it
could conceivably afJect their response to light at
different temperatures. For that reason I have
specified the acclimatization (= seasonal) temper
ature for the fish used in each experiment
(table 1). lot will be noticedyhowever, that several
combinations of acclimatization 8,nd experimental
temperatures produced no qualitative difference
in the results of experiments where the effe:et of
temperature was being tested.

TABLE I.-Summary Of pretrial experience of experimental
herring

An experiment consisted of several trials in
which the variables of interest were given pre
determined values; each trial could be given a
different I36t of conditions or could replicate
another t.lial. For experimental variables that
could be changed quickly (e.g. light location or
intensity), several trials were completed in a
single day. For conditions that required a longer
time to establish (e.g. temperature or gas content) ,
only one trial could be completed in a day, and
an experiment might last several weeks. In pro
tracted experiments of this sort, when only two
treatments were involved, the trials were alter
nated; when several were involved in the same
experiment, the trials were ordered randomly.

Two routine procedures were used. When fish
were tested singly (experiments 1 to 4), the
attracting light was turned on at the right end of
the tank for 5 minutes, and the amount of time
speilt by the fish in the illuminated half of the

Experiment . Accommo-
number dation

period

1 • " _
2_. ._
3 _
4. _
8 •
6 • ._
7 _
8 _
9. __ • • _
10 • _
11. _
12. _
13 _
14 • _
15 _
16 _

;n
IIJ
-'
0
z

10.0C[
0
a:...
I-
IIJ
:Ii

z
0
i=
C[
z 1.0
:Ii
~
-'=

50 75 100 125 150
CENTIMETERS FROM SOURCE

The fish were taken at random from a storage
tank and transferred to the experimental tank,
where they were allowed to accommodate for
periods of 30 minutes to 15 hours" before each
trial. Except where light or dark adaptation was
at issue in the experiment, the period preceding
each trial was at room illumination. I found no
significant difference in the responses of indi
vidual herring allowed a half-hour or full-hour
period of accommodation to the tank. Once the
fish recover from the init.ial disturbance after
transfer, it is not likely that any further time for
accommodation is necessary. This faotor should
not affect the results of the experiments, because
for any given experiment the accommodation
periods of all fish were the same. ACCbmmodation
periods were progressively reduced throughout
the series to save time.

No attempt was made to acclimllitize the fish
to arbitrarily se.lected temperatures because faci~i-

FIOl)'BE I.-Light gradients at the three light intensities
used in the experi·ments.
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tank recorded. Then the illumination was switched
to the left end of the tank and the time spent in
that half by the fish was recorded. The illuminllited
half of the tank was reversed end for end every
5 minutes over 30-minute periods. The score by
which the att.raction to light was measured was the
cumulative amount of time spent by the fish in
the illuminated half of the tank.

The second routine procedure was used when
ever a group of fish were tested (experiments 5 to
16). 'ren randomly selected herring were placed
in the tank, the attracting light on the right was
turned on, and the number of fish present in the
illuminated half was counted eooh minute for
5 minutes. The illumination was then switched to
the left side, and the fish present in the illuminated
half of the tank were again counted each minute
for 5 minutes. The lights were, ,thus, alternated
from end to end at 5-minute intervals until 30
counts had been made. The sum of the 30 counts
was the score for groups of fish. A variant of this
procedure was used in two experiments (13 and
16). Each trial lasted only 1 minute, and counts
were made at 15, 30, 45, and 60 seconds. The light
posi,tion remained the same throughout the period

. of one trial, but equal numbers of trials were made
with the left side illuminated and with the right
side illuminated.

In no experiment were the same fish used in
successive trials j after being used onoo, every
fish was returned to a separate holding tank and
was not used again for at least 2 weeks.

Comparisons of scores between only two con
ditions we~"8 analyzed statistically with a "t"-testj
comparisons among several kinds and levels of
trE'.atment were analyzed with a fixed-model
analysis of variance.

GENERAL BEHAVIOR

After the fish had beeome accust.omed to the ex
perimental tank their be.havior stabilized into one
of three gene.ral pattems: (1) swimming regularly
ba,ck and forth from one end of the tank to the
other (in a loose school, if in a group), (2) re
maining at one end of the tank, or (3) milling
about randomly throughout the tank. After the
room was darkened and the at.tracting 'light. was
turned on, whatever behavior pattern had been
adopted by that particular fish or group of fish
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continued j this behavior tended to obscure the re
sponse of the herring to the attrooting light. Al
though a brief flurry of activity near the lamp
frequently oecurl"ed at the begining of each trial,
the degl"8e of attraction was not obvious by casual
observation j it could be demonstrated only by re
peated counts over an extended period. The fish

.showed no tendency to gather in any loc.ality of
optimum light intensity.

The exoot bellavioral mechanisms involved in
the attraction of fish to artificial lights are not
known, although several theories have been pro
posed, ranging from a straightforward positive
phototaxis to a conditioned response Whel"8 light
is ~iatedwith food. One of the more interesting
theories is that of Verheijen (1959 and in press).
He suggested that an art:.ific.iallight creates an un
natural light field which leads to a disoriented be
havior of the fish, because "such simplified visual
environments" may not. "deliver adequate in
formation to all integration leve.ls involved in the
performance of the fish's natural behavior." The
net effect is one of trapping fish rather than merely
attracting them.

Close observation of herring in some of my own
experiments yielded clues about their behavior in
an unnat.urallight field which may amplify some
what the ideas of Verheijen. The typical behavior
of a single herring consisted of the following
e.vents:

(1) Starting from the dark half of the tank,
the fish swims slowly at first, then with
increasing speed directly toward the light.

(2) Upon reaching the light, sometimes strik
ing it squarely with its snout, the fish
tums more or less broadside to it and pro
ceeds to circle it, or swim to and fro in
short" courses whieh lie generally along
the circumference of a circle around it..

(3) This behavior is fl"equently interrupted
by movements which give t.he imprMlion
of confusion or disorientation. Close ob
servation indieates that these movements
are, in fact., atte.mpts by the fish to orient
its dorsal surface toward the light. source.
When t.he light is under water, these at
tempts lead the fish to assume momen
tarily vel'tical postures or horizontal pos
tures on its side with its back toward the
light.

u.s. ·FISH ANID WILDLIFE SERVIOE
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FIGURE 2.-E'requeoncy disIJJ.ibutl.on ot scores (experiment
1) based on the time in ·minutll's out of a !);)OSSI!ble 30
minutes spent by individual herring in the iHwuinated
half of a tank. Solid lines. distlihution of scores at l"RCh
ot three temperaburl'S; dashed line, distribution ot all
srores. regardless of temperature.

water light of medium intensit.y; 30 were observed
at 6° C., 30 at 12° C., and 30 at 16° C. Scoring was
ba.sed on the amount of time spent in the illumi
nated half of the tank. The mean scores of 16.2,
17'.2, a.nd 17'.8 at 6°, 12°, and 16° C., respectively,
were not significantly different (F=O.92, P>O.l).
The three frequency dist.ributions each showed a
reasonahle tendency toward normality (fig. 2).
When all the scores were combined, this tendency
was more pronOlmced (fig. 2, da.shed line).

CHANGES IN SUSCEPTIBILITY TO LIGHT
ATTRACTION

If herring differ from individual to individual
in their susceptibility to light attraction, do indi
viduals vary in themselves over a period of time@

Experiment 2. To answer this question, 25 her
ring were fin clipped to identify individuals and
tested 'and scored as in the preceding experiment.

(4) In ret.reating from the light, t.he fish
swims in a zigzag course, the legs of which
become progressively more nearly perpen
dicular to the direction of the light, and
the fish event.ual1y returns to it; or t.he legs
become progressively more oblique and
t.he fish esca.pes into the darkened zone.

(5) Afte.r It short stay in the dark zone, the
fish repeats the entire procedure.

Many of these actions appear to be n:mnifesta- .
tions of the "dorsal light reaction" (Frankel and
Gunn, 1961) in which a fish orients itself in a posi
tion so that its dorsal surface is more or less per
pendicular to the direction of the light rays.
Woodhead and Woodhead (1955) have described
such a phenomenon in herring larvae. Under nat
ural lighting, where the predominant direction of
the light is downward, the herring Clln orient to the
rays in its normal swimming posture, descending
when the light is too st,rong, and rising when it
dec.reases. When a single light. source is close to
the surfa.ce or he.neath it, photota.xis ClLll "ta.ke place
with no depa.rture from the norma.l swiImning
postsure, but dorsa.l orientlLtion to tlhe light (except
when the fish is directly ooneat.h it) requires pos
tures that interfere with normal swimming
hence, t.he a.ppa.rent disorientlLtion and difficulty in
esoaping the rinfluence'of t.he light.

Wha.tever may be the effect of extenlal condi
tions in modifying the response of herring to light,
indiViidual differences among the fish lead to wide
variation in this response even under identical ex
ternal conditions. This 'variability is illustrated
by five experiments.

FREQUENCY DlSTRIBlITlON OF THE RESPONSE
TO LIGHT OF INDIVIDUAL FISH

Individual fish va.ry in beha.vior: a.s well as physi
cal cho.racteristics. If this variation were reason
ably dose to a norma.l distribution, the statistical
treatment used in this study would be more likely
to be valid than if the variation was not normally
distributed. The following experiment was made
to examine the v.ariation among individru.a.l fish.

Experiment 1. Ninety helTing; selected at I'I8Jl

dom, were observed individua.lly to determine the
degree to which they were attracted to an under-

VARIATION IN SUSCEPTIBILITY TO
LIGHT ATTRACTION
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TABLE 2.-8cores (ntll11~berof tlI4tMItes Spe.tl.t in iUU.tlI4na.te.d
11.a.Zf 01 taJll,k) , for '.nd,i-vid.ua·Z herrin.g in two 30-m.mt~te

tesf!J. 1 week apa.rf (e;rpe-rim.f't/.t 2)

They were then transferred to 'another tank and
left undisturbed for 1 week. After this interval
they were again scored as hefore. (Two of these
fish died in the interval, so that data from only
23 were complete.)

If the degree of response is a fixed characteristic,
the response should be the same on the second oc
casion as on the first, or if a change has occurred, it
should affect all t.he fish more or less similarly, so
that a high degree of correlation should be found
between the scores in the first test. and the scores
in the second. Actually, some fish inereased their
scores and some decreased them (ta:ble 2) ; some
changed from a positive response (more than half
the time spent in the lighted zone) to a negative
one. The correlation coefficient of R=0.55 was very
weak, although it was barely signifieant. This
result can be interpreted to mean that although
individuals tend to maintain a certain inherent re
sponse characteristic, this characteristic ma.y vary
substantially with time.

First score (by rank)

MinuUl,25.27•• . _.. _• . . _. • _
24.17." .. . • _••• •

M:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::19.03. .• . •. . .. .
18. !llL . .. . " • ._
18.62. • '. . _. • . _
18.13_. . • . . •__
18.08. .• • • _•.• •__ . ._. __
17.77. ... ' • . ._. _
17.73•• • . .• _._. __ ' __ '
15.82. .. . _.. __ • "__ • _. • __
15.50•• • .. ._. __ • • • _
14.82_. .. ._. .• ._._. _
14.17_. __ ... _. .... • •.•. • • . _
14.08•• ••• •• _
13.05•• c " •• •_•• _
12.48.. •. •..• _. • _
12.12•• • _••• .• .. _
12.08•• • •.• • • .•• _

Score 1
week later

Minute,
16.18
19.05
16.45
19.32
19.35
20.58
14.15
18.08
10.70
15.43
14.53
14.80
19.37
18.05
16.78
17.98
20.85
8.45

13.88
9.97
7.35

13.20
11.03

quency distribution of responses. If males and
fema.les differed greatly in response, one would
expect some indication of bimoda.lity to the
distribution.

Experiment 3. To determine the effect of condi
t.ion, 32 herring were tested individua.lly at 15 to
17° C., a.nd the time spent in the illuminated zone
was recorded for ea:ch 30-minute tria.l. The
medium-brilliance, subsurface illumina.tion was
reversed end for end every '5 minutes according to
the routine procedure. Half of the herring were in
excellent physical condition and ha.l£ were sta.rved
and emaciated. The mean scores of 18.1 for the fish
in good condition and 18.9 for those in poor condi
tion were notsignifica.ntly different (F=0.22).

EFFECT OF AGE ON SUSCEPTIBILITY TO LIGHT
ATTRACTION

Two experiments were done to determine
whether any differenc.es hi attraction to light could
be attributed to the age of the herring; the first .
of these dealt with illdividual fish, the second with
groups of fish.

Experiment 4. Nineteen herring in age group 0
and an equal number in age group I were tested
individua.lly a.ccording to the sa.me procedure used
in experiment 3. The mea.n scores of 20.4 for the
O-group fish and 19.5 for the I-group fish were
not significantly different (t = 0.59).

Experiment 5. Herring of a.ge group 0 and age
group I were tested in groups of 10 individuals
a.ccording to the second routine procedure de
scribed under "Methods." The scores were based
on the number of fish counted each minute for 30
minutes "in the illuminated half of the tank, which
was reversed end for end every 5 minutes. The
mean s('.()res for 10 tria.ls with ea.ch 'a.ge group were
120 for the O-group and 132 for the I -group fish;
the difference was not significant (F <1.0).

EFFECT OF CONDITION ON SUSCEPTIBILITY TO
LIGHT ATTRACTION

There may be many possible reasons for the
variability in response among individual fish.
Three reasons which rea.dily suggest t.hemselves
are differences in sex, physical condition, amI age. I
did not. attempt to determine the effect of sex ex
perimentally because of the need for econbmy in
use of specimens; determination of.sex requires
killing the fish. Evidence that strong sex differ
ences occur, however, does not. show in the. fre-
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EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL VARIABLES ON
THE ATTRACTION OF HERRING TO
LIGHT

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE

The experiments in the preceding section dea.lt
primarily with va.ria;bles inherent in the fish them
selves. In this and following sections the experi
ments de.al chiefly with external variables.
Evidence from experiment 1 indicated that tem
perature had little effect on the attraction to light
of individual fish. The experiments in the present
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I Score=sum of numbers of herring counted in the illuminated half of the
tank at 30 I-minute intervals. Ten herring were used in each test; maximum
possible score=300.

TABLE 4.-Comparison of scores I for Ught attraction of
herring in relation to light location, light intsnsity, and
temperaturs (experhnsnt 8)

High __ •________ ._ ... _____ 135 2M 122 166 146
100 2M 159 139

Medlum••. _. __ ._. ____ •___ 192 230 159 179 167
163 229 150 180

Low••. _. ____ .. _••. ____ .•. 186 212 149 172 159
180 217 151 164

Mean score. _._ ..... ____ .. 159 232 148 167

intensity (fig. 1), and with the attracting light
either above or below the surface. Each combina
tion of conditions was replicated once. The fish
were taken from storage at 13 to 16° C. and held
3 hours at ·the experimental temperature before
each trial. Table 4 shows the scores. The differ
ences in response were highly significant between
high and low tempe.rature (F=69.2) and between
above- and below-surface lights (F=48.7). There
was also a significant interaction between light
position and i~tensity, such that the bright light
above the surface had the poorest attraction and
the bright and medium lights below the surface
had the greatest. The difference in response due
to position of the light was significantly greater at
low temperature. In general, below-surface lights
were more effective at low temperature than at
high.

ATTENUATION OF LIGHT ATTRACTION WITH
TIME

Experiment 9. The degree to which light will
hold the herring in its vicinity is a significant
component of the total attraction to light. This
experiment was intended to determine whether
this holding e.ffect would dec.rense with time, and,
if so, whether such decrease was affected by light
intensity or posi,tion.

Mean
scoreLight Light

above below
surface surface

Low temperature
(8-10" C.)

~~~~: ~~fo~
surface surface

High temJ;lerature
(15-17 C.)

Light Intensity

Temp. Score Temp. Score

o C. o C.
5.2 180 15.4 120
5.7 2M 16. 5 155
5.5 198 15.2 139
5.5 179 16.2 115
5.7 214 16. 2 119

Means.••_•. __ .• __ ••••.•.•. _. ___ . ____ •. _.•5.5 201 15.9 129

section involve groups of fish and, as will be seen,
temperature does exert a definite effect on herring
in groups.

Experiment 6 (d. experiment 1). Ninety her
ring, selected at random, were tested in groups of
10 individuals at three temperatures: 6°, 12°, and
16° C. Three trials were made at each temperature.
The scores of 205, 129, and 121 at the three tem
peratures, respectively, were significantly different
(F=6.19, P <0.05).

Experiment 7. The purpose and methods of this
experiment were similar to those in experiment 6,
except that only two temperature levels were pro
vided and these on alternate days. In the previous
experiment, trials at low temperature were made
first, followed by trials at the two higher
temperatures.

Five trials were made lilt temperatures of 5 to
6° C. and five at 15 to 17° C. The fish were taken
from storage at 10 to 14° C. and held 6 hours at
the experimental temperature before each trial.
The mean scores were 201 at low temperature and
129 ·at high temperature. (table 3). If the scores
are treated simply as two sets of five observations,
the difference in means is of marginal significance
(t=2.04, P=0.075); if the scores are treated .as
five sets of paired observations, however, t=10.1
and the differences are highly significant. Because
the low-temperature score for each trial was con
sistently higher than the immediately following
high-temperature sc:ore, the analysis as paired ob
servations seems reasonable, and the hypothesis
that lower temperature increases the attraction to
light is confirmed.

TABLE 3.-Compar!:son of scorss 1 for light attraction of
hsrring at low and high temperatures (szperimsnt 7)

I Score=sum of numbers of herring counted in the illuminated half of
the tank at 30 l·minute intervals. Ten herring were used in each test; maxi
mum possible score=300.

EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE, LIGHT INTENSITY,
AND LIGHT POSITION

Experiment 8. The responses of groups of 10
herring ,vere observed at two temperature levels
(8-10° and 15-17° C.), at three levels of light

The experiment,comprised 24 trials. Each·trial
consisted of three phases: the first, a 30-minute
series of counts on a group of 10 fish, the same as
the routine procedure used in other experiments;
the second, an 18-hour interval with the attracting
light left on; and the third, another 30-minute
series of COWlts like the first. The 24 trials repre-
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I Score = sum of numbers of herllng counted In the illuminated half of the
tank at 30 I-minute Intervals. Ten herr\Dg were used In each test; maximum
possible score = 300.

TABLE 5.-Compari8on of 8core8 I for light attraction before
and after an l8-hour inten;al of con8tan.t 8timulu8, in
relation to light location and inten8ity (experiment 9)

Light intensity Light Light Mean Light L~ht Mean
above below above b ow
surface surface surface surface

High•••• ______ •. ___ 109 138 134 94 130 109
144 132 30 125
109 133 57 114
153 149 126 147

Medlum_ •• _.. ___ . __ 127 209 154 30 230 133
177 138 101 149
119 133 76 136
103 172 87 157

Low. ___________ •. _. 143 136 151 97 90 117
224 139 136 90
163 133 136 143
147 127 138 114

Mean••• ____ .•. _____ 143 149 101 139

sented three levels of light intensity (high,
medium, and low) and two light positions (above
and below the surface). Each combination of
lighting characteristics was replicated four
times-two with the light on the left during the
18-hour interim and two with the light on the
right. Table 5 gives the scores of the trials, before
and after the 18-hour interim. The number of fish
in the lighted zone was reduced significantly after
18 hours (F=13.4, P<O.Ol). This reduction was
significantly greater when the lights were above
the surface (F=11.83, P<O.Ol) than when the
lights were below, but the differences in re
duction associaited with light intensity were not
significant.

(98 percent saturation) and 17.2 p.p.m. (212 per
cent saturation). The herring were taken from
storage at 11 to 14° C., 110 to 125 percent O2 satura
tion. Each trial consisted of the routine exposure
to an attracting light; scores were based on the
number of fish counted each minute for 30 minutes
in the lighted end of the tank. The mean score for
six trials in nonnal water: was 122; that for six
trials in supersaturated water was 164. The dif
ference had a "t" value of 2.04 (P<O.l) ; treated
as paired data, the differences between each pajr
of trial scores had a "t" value of 4.28 (P<O.Ol).
The experiment seemed to indicate that supersatu
ration had a significant effect on the attraction of
the herring to light. Subsequent experiments (11
to 13) did not corroborate t.hese results, however.

Experiment 11. Herring were taken from hold
ing tanks ra.t 10 to 14° C. and 105 to 130 percent
saturation of oxygen and held 6 hours under the
experimental conditions before each trial. Nor:
mally saturated and supersaturated water averag
ing 9.6 p.p.m. (93 percent sa.turation) and 19.7
p.p.m. (185 percent saturation) of oxygen, respec
tively, at 6 to 9° C. were provided on .alternate
days. In five trials at. each oxygen level, mean
scores were 198 in the normal water, .205 in the
supersaturated water. The difference is not sig
nificant (t=O.4~).

Experiment 12. This experiment was actually a
part of experiment 15 and included the additional
variable of light-dark adapt.ation. The three levels
of oxygen concentration were low (mean= 5.3
p.p.m., 63 percent saturation), saturated (mean
=7.9 p.p.m., 93 percent saturation), and super
saturated (mean=21.8 p.p.m., 240 percent satura
tion). Herring which had been adapted 6 hours to
light or darkness before each trial were tested at
each level of oxygen, making six combinations of
experimental variables, each combination repli
cated five times. The herring were taken from stor
age at 12 to 17° C. and 100 to 124 percent
saturation of oxygen and exposed 6 hours to the
experimental conditions before each t.rial. The
mean scores for ten trials at each level of oxygen
were 125, 138, and 123. The difference among them
was not significant. (F=0.7).

Experiment 13. The effects of light or dark
adaptation were ,most pronounced during the first
minute of exposure to the attracting light. Because
this critical time period may not have been ada-

After IntervalBefore interval

EFFECT OF OXYGEN CONCENTRATION

The poss~ble importance of oxygen concentra
tion to the light response was suggested partly by
observations that the habitat of juvenile herring
was frequently supersaturated with oxygen!in sum
mer (Colton, Marak, Nickerson, and Stoddard,
1968; Stickney, 1968) and partly 'by a comment of
Kalle (1965) that the vertical migration of herring
(usually oonsidered a response to light) might 'be
dm to depletion of oxygen in dense schools near
the bottom.

Experiment 10. Groups of 10 herring were tested
on alternate days in water nonnally saturated or:
highly supersaturated with oxygen ''before each
trial. The temperature of the experiment was 15.5
to 17° C.; the mean oxygen levels·were 8.1 p.p.m.
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TABLE 6.-Comparison of 8core8 1 for light attraction oj
herring in relation to prior light e:cperience and time oj
day (experiment 14)

I Score=sum of numbers of herring counted In the Uluminated half of the
tank at 30 I-minute intervals. Ten herring were lllled In each t9St; maximum
possible score=300.

2 Light condition for 3 hours preceding trials.

AM.________ . _____ .. ______ - _________ 103 90 127 206
105 153 132 134pM_________ '._ . ____ . ____ -___ .. _____ 100 168 146 193
155 162 136 110

Mean SC01'e__ • ____________________ ._ 114 143 128 175

dark-adaptation period (F=5.8, P=O.05). The
effe.cts of ovel11ight lighting and' time of day were
of doubtful significance (F=3.4, P=0.1, and
F=2.6, P>O.1, respectively). The scores are shown
in table 6. Pretlial adaptation to darkness reduced
the effectiveness of light attraction.

Overnight Overl\lght
darlrn9SS light

Dark 2 Light 2 Dark 2 Light I

Tlm90fday

Expe.rime.nt 15. This experiment ,vas done later
in the year than expe.riment 14 at t.he higher tem
perature range of 15 to 17.5° O. No allowance was
made for any pl~vi9US light e.xperience of t.he fish
prior to a 6-hour light or dark period of adapt.a
tion before each trial. The experiment also in
cluded the additional variable of oxygen c.oneen
tration and was actually a part of experiment 12.
The mean score for 15 trials preceded by a 6-hour
dark period was 122; that for 15 trials preceded
by a 6-hour light period was 136. The difference
between them was not significant (F=1.48, P>
0.2). Apparently, previous ada:ptation to light or
dark makes little difference in the response of her
ring t.o light at high temperature.

Experiment 16. The pretrial adaptation of her
ring to light produce.d the strongest positive re
sponse when the trials were. made at low telUpera
ture. The most marked attraction in experiment
14 oc.curred during the first minute of the trial:
the scores during the first. minute differed by 57
percent; the total sc.ol'es differed by only 25 per
cent. This fac.t suggests tha.t light or dark adapta
tion air'acts the initial attraction to light more than
it affects the tendency for the light to hold the fish.

Although the total BOOras at high tem:perature in
experiment 15 did not differsignifieanUy between
light- and dark-adapted herring, the first minute
seores were somewhat (though not significantly)
higher for light-adapted herring. Experiment 16

quately monitored in the other.experiments with
oxygen concentration, observations were made on
groups of 10 fish 15, 30, 45, and 60 seconds -after
the attracting light was turned on. The location
of the light was alternated between right and left
with each trial. Four trials were made each day;
normally saturated and supersaturated water were
used on alternate days. The sequence was repeated
twice, making eight trials at each oxygen level, all
at a mean temperature of 15.5 to 17.0° C., and mean
oxygen concentrations of 7.3 p.p.m., 88 percent
saturation and 16.8 p..p.ro., 200 percent saturation.
The mean scores of 31 and 29 were not significantly
different.

The weight of evidence indicates that neither
oxygen concentration nor percentage saturation
has any effect on the attraction of herring to light.

EFFECT OF PREVIOUS ADAPTATION

Experiment 14. Preliminary observations showed
a tendency for helTing to be less strongly attracted
to light if they had been kept in darkness before
hand. Therefore, for most of the experiments the
herring had been held in full room illumination
so that their response would be as strong as pos
sible. Nevertheless, some specific tests seemed de
sira:ble to confirl11 the preliminary observations.

Sixteen trials, two eltch day, were made with
groups of 10 herring at a temperature of 5° C.
Each group was exposed to a medium-intensity,
unde.rwater light after·1t 3-hour period of adapta
tion to light or darlmess just before each trial.
These adaptation periods ,vere alternated with re
spect to time of day, forenoon or afternoon.

Because the fish had ne.c,essarily to be held at all
times other than the 3-hour adaptation period at
some lighting condition or another, the possibility
existed that whatever this lighting was would also
influenee the subsequent behavior of the fish.
Therefore, half of the trids were preceded with
exposure to total darkness the night before and
half with full illumination. The 16 trials were ar
ranged as follows: eight in the morning and eight
in the afternoon; four of each of these eight were
preceded with a 3-hour period of darkness, and
four with a. 3-hour period of light; two of each of
these four followed an overnight period of dark
ness and two an ovel11ight period of light. An
analysis of variance showed significant variation
only with respect to the 3-hour pretrial light- or
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I Score = sum of numbers of herring counted in the illuminated halfof the
tank at four 15~econd Intervals. Ten herring were used In each test; maxi·
mum possible score = (D.

ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOR IN RESPONSE
TO LIGHT

TABLE 7.-Comparison of scoresI for light attraction of
herring during first minute of exposure, in relation to
prior light experience (experiment 16)

The attraction of herring to artificial lights is a
composite behavior pattern made up of two gen
eral categories of responses: t.hose that draw the
fish t.oward the. light and if.hose. that hold the fish
under the light's influence. The initial att.ract.ion

seems to be a (usually) positive telotaxis, defined
by Frankel a.nd Gunn (1961) as direct. a.t.t.ainment
of orient.ation, without deviations, to a souree of
stimulus as if it were a goal. This response is
stronger in soni.e individuals than in others and in
a few may even be negative (awtl.y from the light).

The holding power of the light., on the other
hand, is determined by several, often dissimilar, re
sponses of the fish. Qne of these is t.he dorsal light.
rea.etion disc-ussed earlier; it holds the fish near
the light by interfe.ri.ng with normal swimming
movements whieh would lead to esc.ape. Another
is photokinesis, where general activit.y and swim
ming speed increase with increasing light. inten
sity; this response works in opposition to the dor
sal light reactjon, tending to cause dispersal.
Adaptation and fatigue probably accompa.ny con
tinued exposure to the light and may weaken both
of the other reactions. Finally, t.hei·e· is the. start.ling
01' shock effect of sudden changes in light inten
sit.y, which may repel the fish, as if by fright.

The response of fish to light is determined by
the way in which conditions influence these be
havioral components. Some of these reactions can
be summarized as follows: Temperature affects
primarily the degree to which the fish are held un
der the influence of -the light, probably through
its effect on their activity; highe.r ~.mperature in
crease.c; general aetivity, which in turn tends to
eause dispersal. The position of the light above or
below tile surface also affects the holding power of
the light. Herring are accustomed naturally to
light rays directeel downward from the surface,
and light from a source below the surface is likely
to produce orientation which interferes with
normal swimming and escape from the lighted
zone. Previous adaptation affects primarily the
initial attraction to the light, which is stronger in
light-adapted fish than in dark-adapted fish.

An at.tempt. t.o measure the st!J.rUe effe.et of light
indicate.d that whe.neve.r the attraction 01' holding
power of the light was strong, the starUe effect was
less pronouneed than when the attracting or hold
ing power was weak. The. startle. effect was meas
ured by the ratio of the number of fish in either
side of the tank before the light was turned on to
the number. present immediately afterwards. A
correlation of - 0.957 was found between these
ratios and the seores for 10 experiments selected

Herring

Light Dark
adapted adapted

31 36
37 33
29 25
3t 21

23 5
30 5
30 10
33 7

31 18

demonstrated that the first minute scores
for light-adapted herring were, in fact, sig
nific::tntly higher even at high temperature than
those for dark-adapted herring. Four trials at 15
to 17.5° C. were made each day for 4 days; each
trial was preceded by a I-hour period of light or
darkness. Counts of the fish were made at 15, 30,
45, 'and 60 seconds after the attract.ing light was
turned on. The end of the .ta.nk illuminat~.d, left
or right, was a1t~rnated with each trial. The mean
score. for the fish adapted to light for 1 hour was
significantly higher (F=32.7, P<O.01) Ulan the
mean score for the dark-adapted fish (table 7). A
significant bias for one side of the tank also was
apparent in this experiment. Such a bias some
t.imes oceurred for unknown reasons a·nd made left
right alt~.rnation of the illuminated side of the
tank a neeessary part of the procedure in all
experiments. .

This expe.riment showed that previous 'adapta
tion to light inereases t.he initial attraction of the
herring to light regardless of temperature; on the
ot.her hand, the· holding effect of the light was
weakened at high temperature regardless of t.he
prior adaptat.ion.

Mean score•••••. •.. " ... . . _

Left•• . .. . .. .. _

Location' of light

Right••• _. . _. ., . ._ •. . .
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to include those circumstances favorable to light
attraction and those unfavorable.

The difference in response to light shown by
individual fish and by fish in groups wIder other
wise similar conditions may be another significant
aspect of be.havior. The data from experiment 1,
in which the responses of 90 individual herring to
light were tested at three different temperatures,
and from experiment 6, in which the responses of
90 herring were tested in groups of 10 at the same
three temperatures are an example. If the fish
tested individually are combined arbitrarily into
three groups of 10 for each temperature, and the
mean score for each group is expressed as a percent
age of the maximum possible score, measu~ ~f

variance amonO" the O"roups can be calculated. Smu-t:> 0

larly, the variance among the scores, expressed as a
percentage of the maximum possible score, can be
calculated for the actual groups of"10 fish observed
in experiment 6. A comparison shows that the
variance a.monO" the scores of the actual groups of

b •

10 fish is significantly greater than the varIance
among the scores of the arbitrarily created gl~OUpS

of fish tested individuaUy. In fact, the varIaJlce
among the scores of the actual groups is not sig
nificantly different from the variance among the
scores of individuals. These facts imply that the,
collective response of 10 herring in a group is not
simply an average of their individual responses.
Instead, the collective response seems to reflect the
individual responses of only one or two fish in the
group.

To 'explain the apparent lack of thermal in
fluence on fish individually in contrast to the
significant the11nal influelice on groups, I suggest
the following hypothesis. Most herring are only
feebly influenced by temperature in their response
to light. The preponderance of fish in this category
causes the average response to appear uninfluenced
by temperature when each fish responds as an indi
vidual, even though a few individuals may be
strongly influenced. When the fish are in groups,
however, the weakly influenced majority respond
not so much to the stimulus itself as to the strongly
influenced minority, whose behavior domin~tes

the group. I believe that in this interaction lies
the significance of the school in fish behavior:
the interaction provides to the group a sensitivity
and an ability not possessed by individuals to
rea~t in an unequivocal manner to a situation.

RESPONSES OF HERRING TO LIGHT
AND THEIR APPLICATION IN THE
FISHERY

Without doubt attraction to artificial lights at
night is a significant behavioral. response. of
herrinO" and it is potentially usefullll the herrmg
fishery~'The question is: Under what conditions
is this response brought out most strongly and
what tactics in using lights can be most effectively
employed~ "

Most of the evidence indicates that. a sub
merged light is more effective than one above the
surface. One reason is that the entire output of
the underwater light is used, whereas a large por
tion of the light from above the water is reflected
from the surface. The submerged light is also
more uniform: the rays do not flicker from the
effect of a ruffled surface. Moreover, the sub
merged light has an improved attracting effect "
which is independent of its greater efficiency. A
submerged light which produced only 1/10 to
1/1,000 the underwater illumination of a light
above an unruffled surface proved to be the more
effective in laboratory experiments. Because of
refraction, the rays from a light above the surface
project sharply downward, even at some ~ista?ce

from the light. source. It maybe that the (hrectlOn
of the rays in relation to the position of the fish
are important, and that rays from above the sur
face . approaching the vertical tend to repel
herring. The light from the sun, sky, or a br~ght

moon would be of this nature; all .of these lIght
sources tend to keep the herring from tl~e surface
and may be the cause of the characteristic diurnal
vertical migrations of herring.

Evidence from my experiments and also from
other studies shows tha.t the brightest lights are
not necessarily the most effective for attracting
helTing. Although a brighter light will have a
greater range and can" be seen by fish at ~ grea~r

distance, th.e illumination within a certam radms
may exceed the optimum and tend to repel .the
fish even if they are attracted up to that radms.
To obtain maximum range while still attracting
nearby fish, certain manipulations' of the light
have been used effectively. The simplest method
is to dim the light gradually (Gauthier, in press;
Kurc, in press; Strom, in press). Another scheme
was described by Sasaki (1959) : A series of lights
of optimum brilliance extend some distance from
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the fishing operation. The outermost light is
turned on for a time until a substantial num~er
of fish are attracted. This light is then extin
guished, and another somewhat closer to the fish
ing operation is illuminated. Each light in the
series is lighted and extinguished in sequence,
attracting in turn the fish gathered about the pre
ceding one.

Besides the properties of the light itself, cermin
factors of the environment govern the effectJiveness
of the light, especially in relation to the time of
day or time of year it is used. Kawamoto (1959)
showed that in some species of fish the light-seek
ing tendency was stronger in the daytime than at
night. Tamura (1959), discussing this phenomenon
and certain physiological changes in the eye of the
fiSh. when ada,pted from light to darkn~, sug
gested "this may be one of the fundamental reasons
why fishing with the use of light is usually more
effective hefore tha.nafter midnight." The results
of my own experiments with herring show a
~ter attraction to light of light-adapted fish,
especially the initial attraction. All of these ob
servations suggest that fishing with a ligiht would
be most effective shortly a.iter dusk.

I can find no reference to the effect of tempera
ture on the response of herring to l~ght except as
it relates to their passage through the thennocline;
there are recoms, however, indicating that temper
ature does affect the response to light of other spe
cies of fish. Andrews (1946) showed that the posi
tive phototaxis of suckers (Oata8tmnJUS) was
weakened at high temperature; GrubiSic (1962)
stated that the attraction of sard~nes (Sardi'lUL
pilchard1~) to light was weaker in the summer
time than at other seasons and that this wea.kne...'lS
was "more evident when the summers are more
than normally hot."

Because the attraction of herring to light seems
also to be weakened at high temperature, success
in fishing for them with artificialli-ghts might well
depend in part on the season of the year and the
temperature characteristics of particular localities.
Moreover, temperature seems not only to affect di
rectly the attraction to light, but also to modify
the effects of light position and previous adapta
tion to light or darkness.

My purpose in the experiments involving tem
perature was limited to finding out whether tem
perature had any effect at all. Obviously, it did, but
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the critical values of both experimental and adap
tatJion temperatures need yet to be defined. It is
possible that the temperat:ure preferendum de
scribed elsewhere (Stickney, in press) represents
the critical point above which the light response
weakens.

The use of lights in the herring fishery of the
Canadian and United States Atlantic Coast has
been in disfavor for some time and is even illegal
in many places. Even where it is still legal, it is a
method of little importance probably becwu.se fish
ermen believe that"lights frighten the herring away
(Scattergood and Ti'bbo, 1959). Fishing at nlight
is carried on with as little light showing as p0s

sible. Because above-water lights, excessively
bright. lights, and lights suddenly flashed on or
moved about do apparently frighten herring, the
caution used in showing lights is probably justi
fied. On the other hand, pradtical experience and
biological evidence indicate that lights properly
used under some circ.umstances can attract herring
effectively. It would seem that artificial lights used
in accordance with what is known about herring
behavior would provide an extremely useful
method for controlling the herring schools so tJha.t
they would be in locations most conducive to set
ting purse seines or stop seines around them.
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